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8 ESSENTIAL 
TIPS TO GROW
YOUR TECHNOLOGY SERVICES SMB



According to CompTIA’s IT Industry Outlook, global 
spending in the technology sector hit $4.5 trillion 
in 2017, with the U.S. accounting for $1.5 trillion. The 
industry is projected to grow another 5 percent in  
2018. As a small- and medium-sized business (SMB) 
leader, you most certainly want to be a part of that 
upward trend.

But how can you ensure your business will grow?

Team Tigerpaw compiled a list of the top processes 
and tools utilized by our most successful clients into 
eight essential tips to grow your technology  
services SMB.

https://www.comptia.org/resources/it-industry-trends-analysis
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CONNECT WITH YOUR
CUSTOMERS OFTEN

• Customer service needs to be in your corporate DNA.  
If it doesn’t come from the top down, you are in a tough 
spot. It has to permeate the culture.

• Take advantage of a variety of opportunities, such 
as quote expiration, invoice alerts, support requests 
received/opened/closed, contracts expiring and other 
events to reach out to your customers.

• Don’t depend on your techs to write their messages 
regarding service order follow-up. Instead, create 
personalized, quality, professional, consistent messages 
that can be used over and over. Automate the delivery 
using a workflow engine, like a professional services 
automation (PSA) tool, and increase your  
productivity exponentially.

1.
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MEET YOUR SERVICE  
LEVEL AGREEMENTS

• Service Level Agreemnts (SLAs) establish expectations 
for you, the customer and your technicians. SLAs also 
provide a framework for your support processes and 
offer benchmarks on which you can measure your 
effectiveness.

• Keep in mind, however, that you have to live up to the 
obligations you set with your customers. So have a 
solid support offering in place before you begin publicly 
using service level agreements.

2.
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ACCURATELY TRACK TIME & 
GET INVOICES OUT QUICKLY

• Capture all of your technician time — both billable and 
non-billable. Consider offering additional compensation 
to techs that exceed their weekly threshold of billable 
hours (80 percent is a good mark) — and turn their 
success into your success!

• Enforce rounding and minimums. These small changes 
to time logs, made automatically by your software, can 
add up to thousands of dollars in additional revenue 
every year.

3.
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UTILIZE WEB PORTALS  
& MOBILE APPS

• Give your customers the tools they need so they can 
manage their account 24/7. Whether it is opening a 
service ticket, requesting a quote or paying an invoice 
at midnight, make it possible.

• Likewise, keep all of your employees in the loop whether 
they’re in the office or on the go. With an employee 
portal and mobile app, your team can instantly access 
account information, receive real-time alerts for new 
orders and even process payments while in the field.

4.
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MANAGE SALES WITH THE 
SAME DILIGENCE AS SERVICE

• Keep sales opportunities current and accurate, 
schedule against them and work them diligently  
from start to close.

• Garbage in, garbage out. Instead of using a variety 
of spreadsheets, get to a place where you can look 
at a dashboard or run a quick report that offers you 
accurate numbers you can use to manage your  
sales pipeline and empower your sales team.

5.
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USE REAL-TIME DASHBOARDS 
TO MAKE DECISIONS

• Dashboards help you to visualize issues and 
opportunities, but data only gets you so far. As a CEO, 
you need to be able to act on that data.

• Be sure that your dashboard tool gives you access to 
the metrics that matter to you and the ability to sort, 
filter and analyze the data. Even more important than 
filters is the ability to drill down into specifics. You need 
to be able to click through to the source of the data and 
make the course corrections you need to be successful.

6.
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IMPLEMENT A RECURRING  
REVENUE MODEL

• Don’t start at zero every month. Implement a recurring 
revenue model and grow your business through 
predictable cash flow that allows for more detailed 
forecasting and better planning.

• Recurring revenue models can boost your revenue by 
as much as 35 percent. Customers are willing to spend 
more when paying on payments versus one flat rate.

• Provide predictable spending for your customers that 
lets them budget around your services, and, in turn, 
generates predictable cash flow for you. You can 
commit to good opportunities that cost money,  
knowing you have revenue coming in the door.

7.
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LEVERAGE INTEGRATIONS  
& RELATIONSHIPS

• Incorporate key integrations that connect your software 
platforms in order to streamline processes.

• Participate in peer groups and communities and learn 
to leverage the knowledge of others. Why reinvent the 
wheel when so many companies have experienced the 
same issues?

• Get involved, hear what has made other companies 
successful and make those best practices your own — 
make them work for you.

8.



GET STARTED

At Tigerpaw, our business is helping people run and grow 
their businesses. Our end-to-end business management 
platform Tigerpaw One can help you implement all of 
these tips for success.

By automating time-consuming processes, Tigerpaw One 
empowers leadership to focus more time on developing 
strategies to grow and improve the business. Meanwhile, 
team members with more hands-on responsibilities are 
able to work more efficiently, effectively and customers-
service minded.

Watch how Tigerpaw One can synchronize your business:

http://roar.tigerpaw.com/synchronize-your-business
http://roar.tigerpaw.com/synchronize-your-business

